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Dream Interpretation
Here is a book you will refer to again and again. Clear, authoritative
and as complete as possible, this book will help to open a new
world of communication between you the Lord you love.See what
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others are saying about this great book: "When used through the
Holy Spirit, it (this book) can help the reader take away the
frustration of not knowing what dreams mean and avoid the dangers
of misinterpretation." -Joseph Ewen Founder and Leader of
Riverside Church Network Banff, Scotland, UK "This book is a
treasure chest, loaded down with revelation and the hidden
mysteries of God that have been waiting since before the foundation
of the earth to be uncovered." -Bishop Ron Scott, Jr. President,
Kingdom Coalition International Hagerstown, MD "The Illustrated
Bible-Based Dictionary of Dream Symbols is much more than a
book of dream symbols; it has also added richness to our reading of
God's Word." -Robert and Joyce Ricciardelli Directors, Visionary
Advancement Strategies Seattle, WA

Decoding Your Dreams
In The Bible as Dream, Murray Stein shares important themes and
images in the biblical narrative that from a psychological
perspective, stand out as essential features of the meaning of the
Bible for the modern reader. The Bible presents a world elaborated
with reference to a specific God image. As the mythographer Karl
Kerenyi puts it in writing about the Greek gods and goddesses,
every god and every goddess constitutes a world. So it is too with
the biblical God, whose name Stein exceptionally capitalizes
throughout out of cultural respect. The biblical world is the
visionary product of a particular people, the ancient Hebrews and
the early Christians, who delved deeply into their God image and
pulled from it the multitude of perspectives, rules for life, spiritual
practices, and practical implications that all together created the
tapestry that we find depicted in the canonical Bible. Yahweh is the
heart and soul of this world, its creator, sustainer, and destroyer.
The Bible is a dream that tells the story of how this world was
brought into being in space and time and what it means. Don't miss
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these these timeless lectures--a work of respectful and loving
interpretation.

The Bible-Based Dictionary of Prophetic Symbols
Since Freud, the study of dreams has typically involved inquiry into
past and present emotional states. The ancients, unfamiliar with the
intricate byways of the human soul revealed by modern psychology,
typically saw dreams as channels of communication between human
beings and external sources. Shaul Bar explores the etymology of
key terms for dreams in the Hebrew Bible, presents dozens of
examples of biblical dreams and visions, and categorizes them as
prophetic, symbolic, or incubation. He studies biblical dreams and
visions in the context of similar phenomena in the literature of
neighboring cultures and analyzes the functions of dream reports in
the biblical corpus. The literature of dream interpretation in Egypt
and Mesopotamia informs Bar's treatment of the structure of dream
accounts as conforming to the three-part model (setting, message,
response) proposed for ancient Near Eastern dream accounts in A.
Leo Oppenheim's classic work on dream interpretation. Symbolic
dreams, whether or not God is their source, contain no divine
appearance and require interpretation to be understood. While
oneiro-criticism was a significant profession in ancient Near Eastern
cultures, the Hebrew Bible presents only two such experts, Joseph
and Daniel. Both were active in royal courts, and the success of
both in interpreting the rulers' dreams served to confirm the
superiority of the God of Israel. Ambivalence characterizes the
attitude toward dreams and visions in prophetic literature. Joel and
Job allow that they have some value. But Jeremiah, Zechariah,
Isaiah, and Ecclesiates find no religious significance in them and
even treat them as tools of deceit. The Talmud presents no
consensus about whether dreams are a legitimate form of
communication from God. Although a guild of professional
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interpreters existed in Jerusalem and the Talmud includes a short
dream book, many Sages expressed skepticism about such alleged
divine messages. Dreams also serve important functions within the
literary world of the Hebrew Bible. Bar shows how Jacob's dream at
Bethel serves to explain the sanctity of the place and detach it from
its Canaanite context, how the dreams in the Joseph cycle show the
hand of divine providence in the descent to Egypt followed by the
ascent to the Promised Land, how Solomon's dream at Gibeon
serves to legitimate Solomon's rule, and how Nebuchadnezzar's
dreams served to emphasize once again that it is the Lord who
guides universal history.

Unlocking Your Dreams
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The
author's] answer to this most difficult of questions uniquely
combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the stunning
revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The author
discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and
responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical and
profound rules for life"--

Decoding Your Spiritual Dreams
Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious and memorable,
as childhood itself. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings captures the
longing of lonely children, the brute insult of bigotry, and the
wonder of words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s
debut memoir is a modern American classic beloved worldwide.
Sent by their mother to live with their devout, self-sufficient
grandmother in a small Southern town, Maya and her brother,
Bailey, endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the
local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and back at her mother’s
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side in St. Louis, Maya is attacked by a man many times her
age—and has to live with the consequences for a lifetime. Years
later, in San Francisco, Maya learns that love for herself, the
kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the ideas of great
authors (“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”) will
allow her to be free instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and change
minds for as long as people read. “I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings liberates the reader into life simply because Maya Angelou
confronts her own life with such a moving wonder, such a luminous
dignity.”—James Baldwin From the Paperback edition.

The Munich Crisis, 1938
What is God saying to you in your dreams? Decoding Your Dreams
provides an in-depth explanation of the true source of our dreams,
dream classifications, and even dream symbols. There are dozens of
mentions of dreams in the Bible. From Abraham to Joseph, from
Daniel all the way to Pontius Pilot’s wife, God has communicated
with His people through dreams throughout recorded history. Why
would God choose to speak to us while we sleep? Perhaps it’s
because we are too distracted during the day to sit still long enough
for Him to share the deep secrets of His heart. Jennifer LeClaire is
convinced God speaks to us in ways that are very personal. At times
he may use pictures, memories, impressions, or even a still small
voice. Let Decoding Your Dreams help you embrace your Spiritinspired dreams!

The Gateway to the Seer Realm
Have you ever read the stories of Daniel and Joseph in the Bible
and wondered how they were able to interpret dreams? Well this is
the book that you have been waiting for. It will get you started on
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your journey of discovering the messages God has been giving you
in your dreams. Learn about the Biblical basis for interpreting
dreams, the differences between Biblical and psychological
methods of interpretation, the importance of colours, the roles that
people can play in dreams

The Divinity Code to Understanding Your Dreams and
Visions
Simple, Dynamic Plan and Comprehensive Dictionary for Dream
Interpretation Too often, books on dream interpretation can wander
off into complicated interpretation techniques, clinical language, or
an incomplete "CliffsNotes" set of information. With wit and
warmth, dream interpretation expert Marsha Trimble Dunstan gives
readers a truly simple, comprehensive, and biblical approach to
interpreting their dreams. Thoroughly grounding her teaching in
Scripture, Dunstan lays out a concise step-by-step process for
straightforward interpretation and then gives a wealth of real,
modern-day examples of dreams and their interpretations. Included
at the end is one of the most extensive dream symbol dictionaries on
the market, with over 3,800 entries, all with biblical references. If
you're serious about discerning what God is saying to you through
your dreams, this dynamic book is sure to become a well-used
staple next to your bedside, providing you with the practical tools
you need night after night.

Decoding Your Dreams Part Three
Welcome God's dreams for you.Dreams and Visions Volume 2 is
packed full of exciting and Bible-guided ways to dis-cover the
meaning of your God-inspired, dreamy nighttime adventures and
your wide-awake supernatural experiences! Best-selling author and
pastor, Dr. Joe Ibojie reveals why and how God wants to
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communicate with you through dreams and visions. In this second
volume, the teaching emphasizes how to gain clearer understanding
of your dreams and visions in a new, in-depth, and user-friendly
way. Citing intriguing personal and relevant biblical experiences,
you will discover how: to understand your dreams, God speaks into
your spirit, to remember your dreams and dream revelations, the gift
of dream interpretation works, to distinguish dreams from visions,
visions and the third heaven operate pictorial visions and vision
versus dream interpretation with a condensed dictionary of dream
symbols.Included at the end of each chapter are interactive, thoughtprovoking questions designed to stimulate deeper, more personal
revelation about your dream and vision life.

God Conversations
Does God speak to us through our dreams? What does the Bible
say? How do we go about understanding our dreams? "Interpreting
dreams is God's business." (Genesis 40:8 NLT) Understanding our
dreams is a process of learning to hear God's voice in our lives. It's
not about psychology or psychics-it begins and ends with the Word
of God. The author provides many examples of dreams, his own
and others, and how God spoke through those dreams. From the
author of Culture Shock! Hawaii, Where in the World Do I Belong,
and Discovering the Water of Life.

Dreams Revealed
Learn How to Hear God’s Voice, Even When You Are Sleeping On
average, people spend 33% of their entire lives sleeping. Even when
you are asleep, Heaven is still communicating. Your spirit is still
awake, though your body is not. Through your dreams, you can hear
and discern the voice of God. The question is: How do you simply
and Biblically hear God speak through your dreams? Hearing God
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Through Your Dreams is a practical and powerful guide to
understanding the language that God speaks at night. Through
revelatory teaching, supernatural stories, and a refreshing, down-toearth approach, Mark Virkler and his daughter, Charity Virkler
Kayembe, will help you learn how to begin hearing God’s voice
through your dreams. Discover how: Your dreams are bridges that
connect you with the supernatural realm Visions and dreams are
Biblically sound and relevant for your life, today Dreams access
and unlock divine creativity that is deep within you Bad dreams can
be transformed into blessings You can interpret dreams using
proven tools and Biblical techniques The meaning of personalized
symbols in your dreams can be unlocked Don’t miss out on what
God is saying to you while you’re sleeping. Start Hearing God
Through Your Dreams today!

How to Interpret Dreams and Visions
How do I know it's God? is one of the most commonly asked
questions of new and mature Christians alike, and the aim of God
Conversations is to both equip and inspire the reader and show them
that hearing the voice of the Spirit is accessible to everyone who
chooses to follow Jesus. Most Christians know that God speaks, yet
struggle with how to recognise his voice in their everyday lives.
What does God's voice sound like? How do we know if what we're
hearing is from God? Stories of God talking to his people abound
throughout the Bible, but we usually only get the highlights. We
read; "And God said to Joseph; 'Go to Egypt'," and then; "Mary and
Joseph left for Egypt." We don't get a blow-by-blow description of
how God spoke. We don't receive a detailed explanation of how
they knew it was God, and we don't get to see what was going on
inside their heads as they acted on what they'd heard. In God
Conversations, international speaker and pastor Tania Harris shares
insights from her own journey about hearing God's voice. You'll get
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to eavesdrop on some contemporary conversations with God in the
light of his communication with the ancient characters of the Bible.
Part memoir, part teaching, this unique and creative collection of
stories will help you to recognise God's voice when he speaks and
how to respond when you do.

Biblical Dream Symbols Dictionary
Dreaming is a time when God has our undivided attention, and He
can speak to us, without us talking back or busying ourselves with
something else that drowns out His voice. He uses dreams to tell us
things about our purpose, prayers, character, and even hidden sin.
An incredible amount of information is available to us in dreams if
we will tap in to them and get understanding. As part of the
"Dreams Revealed" series, the expanded dictionary of dream
symbols is a powerful resource for learning dream language.

Hearing God Through Your Dreams
Dreaming is a time when God has our undivided attention, and He
can speak to us, without us talking back or busying ourselves with
something else that drowns out His voice. He uses dreams to tell us
things about our purpose, prayers, character, and even hidden sin.
An incredible amount of information is available to us in dreams if
we will tap in to them and get understanding. As part of the
"Dreams Revealed" series, the handbook for biblical dream
interpretation provides the basic tools and information to get
dreamers started understanding dreams. The book contains the
scientific and spiritual basics of dreaming, an explanation of what to
do with dreams, instructions for how to interpret dreams, and a
dream symbol dictionary to explain the spiritual meanings behind
words.
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Dreams Revealed: Handbook for Biblical Dream
Interpretation
After centuries of neglect, the church is rediscovering the realm of
dreams and visions as a legitimate avenue for receiving divine
revelation. In Dream Language, James W. Goll provides an
insightful and helpful handbook to this fascinating and little-known
world. Based on extensive study and filled with personal insights
from his years of walking in this realm, the author builds a solid
framework for how Christians today can receive, understand,
interpret and apply dream revelation from the Holy Spirit. Whether
you are beginning to walk in this realm already or simply want to
understand more about it, Dream Language is the perfect guide.

The Ultimate Guide to Understanding the Dreams You
Dream
Frieden explores methods of dream interpretation in the Bible, the
Talmud, and in the writings of Sigmund Freud, and brings to light
Freud’s troubled relationship to his Judaic forerunners. This book
reveals unfamiliar associations in intellectual history and challenges
received ideas in biblical, Talmudic, and Freudian scholarship.
Freud distanced himself from dream interpreters such as Joseph and
Daniel by rejecting their intuitive methods and their claims to
predict the future. While biblical and Talmudic dream interpretation
generally involve prophecy, Freud sought to limit himself to the
determination of prior causes in the dreamer’s life. Nevertheless,
Frieden demonstrates that Freud’s strategies of interpretation, and
especially his use of “free association,” inevitably guide the
dreamer toward a future. This resonance between ancient prophecy
and modern psychology is merely one example of the concealed
relationship between Judaic and psychoanalytic dream
interpretation. Frieden shows the role both of actual influences and
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influences denied by Freud.

Dreams and Visions
Many believers read the scriptural accounts of dreams and never
think it could happen to them. Today, though, many are realizing
that God has never ceased using dreams and visions to guide,
instruct, and warn. This book will give you a biblical understanding
of dreams that you never had before!

A Letter That Has Not Been Read
Most of the works on the crises of the 1930s and especially the
Munich Agreement in 1938 were written when it was virtually
impossible to gain access to the relevant archive collections on both
sides of the Iron Curtain. This text studies the CzechoslovakGerman crisis and its impact from previously neglected perspectives
and celebrates the post-Cold War openness by bringing in new
evidence from hitherto inaccessible archives.

Dreams & Visions
"I took the essence of my years of dream interpretation training and
what I look for as a dream expert. I also found a way to teach
people that would allow them to catch on quickly through an
accelerated dream learning process." Doug Addison Spiritual dream
interpretation could possibly help you meet your future spouse,
make the right business decisions at work, learn the calling of your
children, see what may take place ahead of time, or even be at the
right place at the right time! Understand Your Dreams Now is a
crash course in dream interpretation drawn from decades of
classroom and real world experience. It contains everything you
need to get started, including a dream dictionary. In this concise
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book you will learn to: Get your dream's meaning quickly with
pinpoint accuracy. Develop your ability to hear God through your
dreams and daily life. Recognize which dreams are important and in
need of interpretation. Discover destiny dreams and life-calling
dreams. Effectively deal with nightmares to get a positive outcome.
Track and journal your dreams for future application. Discern the
symbolic meaning behind zombies, vampires, and other dark
images. Find out the meaning of flying dreams, being chased, teeth
coming loose, and more. Although not all dreams are from God,
quite often God guides us through dreams. For most of us, the most
important thing to discover is the purpose of a dream, not just its
meaning. Only then will we know how we should respond to it.
This book will help you do just that."

An Introduction to Biblical Dream Interpretation
Dreams and Visions presents sound scriptural principles and
practical instructions to help us understand dreams and visions. It
seeks to equip believers in the revelatory realm of dreams, their
interpretation and usefulness in our everyday living. The book
provides readers with the necessary understanding to approach
dreams and visions by the Holy Spirit, through biblical illustrations,
understanding of the meaning of dreams and prophetic symbolism,
and by exploring the art of dream interpretation according to ancient
methods of the Bible.

The Dream Interpretation Dictionary
Is God Trying to Tell You Something? Have you ever had a dream
or vision that was so vivid that it remained with you for days? It is
possible that your dream had a spiritual connotation and your vision
was a message from God. In How to Interpret Dreams and Visions,
best-selling author and evangelist Perry Stone explains the guidance
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and warnings encrypted in our visions and dreams and includes an
extensive list of common dream symbols. With his unique blend of
Bible knowledge and spiritual insight he provides answers to
questions such as… Is my dream really from God? How do I
distinguish between types of spiritual visions? Why am I having
nightmares or unclean dreams? What do my dreams of a departed
loved one mean?

Dream Interpretation Is God's Business
Unravels dream symbols and their meanings What do reoccurring
dreams reveal? What's the purpose of nightmares—and can they be
stopped? Why do some people show up in dreams? Are some
dreams actually warnings? Going beyond superficial explanations,
The Dream Interpretation Dictionary: Symbols, Signs and Meanings
brings a deep and rich understanding to a variety of images, signs,
and symbols. It considers the context to help anyone complete their
own personal jigsaw puzzle. It provides the tools to allow anyone to
sort through possible connections and to make sense of their
dreams. From entries ranging from “Abandonment” to “Zoo,” this
massive tome analyzes sex dreams, money dreams, dreams of
falling, running, or paralysis and much, much more. It brings
profound insights to thousands of dream messages. It shows what to
look for and what to ignore and teaches how to master dream
interpretation. Examples of symbols are given. The complexity and
context of a dream are explored. Signs and their meanings are
illustrated. Illuminating the intelligence of dreams, decoding clues,
explaining symbols, and revealing the universal meanings of each
as well as their subtler associations, The Dream Interpretation
Dictionary: Symbols, Signs, and Meanings explores the messages
delivered by the unconscious mind during sleep. It examines how
dreams connect to daily life. It shows how dreams can lead to
deeper understanding and self-awareness. Also included are a
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helpful bibliography and an extensive index, adding to the book’s
usefulness.

Freud's Dream of Interpretation
God gives dreams to everyone. They are messages in the night filled
with hidden purpose and direction to explore. What is God saying in
your dreams? Do normal, everyday dreams have meaning? Is the
dream for you or someone else? Why do nightmares reoccur? Why
do you dream of bicycles instead of cars? Dogs instead of cats?
Sunshine instead of rain? Vibrant color or muted gray? In Practical
Dream Interpretation, teacher Vickie Billman reveals the simple
answers to these complex queries. Dream interpretation works
through our relationship with God, revealing direction, ideas,
insights and warnings. Equipped with these practical guidelines,
you can move forward and start applying them to your life!

Dream Language
The metaphoric language of dreams and visions, nightmares and
night terrors are full of symbolism that invokes emotions that
compel the dreamer to search for eh deeper meanings represented in
the images that appear in their dreams. Access the revelation
knowledge stored in the pages of of A to Z Dream Symbology
Dictionary. Glean from the thousands of keywords and symbolic
meanings that will inspire you to delve deeper into understanding
why a certain symbol appeared in your subconscious dream. A to Z
Dream Symbology dictionary will become your most important
dream interpreting resource enabling you to solve the obscure
parables of the night.

I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
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The Complete Guide to Dream Interpretation
Look again to See Beyond! You can step into God’s gateway to
receive personal insights from Heaven—today. The Gateway to the
Seer Realm: Look Again to See Beyond the Natural is written by a
gifted Seer who has years of personal experience interpreting
dreams and ministering in the prophetic realm. Dr. Barbie Breathitt
shares valuable insight into understanding the ways of God and the
supernatural realms of vision, dreams, healing, and destiny. You
will learn: What the Seer Realm is and why you need to access it.
That intimacy and friendship with God are keys to hearing and
understanding God’s ways. The natural and supernatural ways God
communicates with you daily. How to walk into an entirely new
dimension of revelation knowledge. From the “Yellow Car Dream”
to “Turn Aside to See Your Future” to “Vampire Vapors” and “The
Flying Scroll,” you will step into a realm of the impossible with the
grace and favor of God resting upon you when you read The
Gateway to the Seer Realm.

Illustrated Dictionary of Dream Symbols
Exploring the fascinating world of dreams, this comprehensive
reference examines more than 250 dream-related topics, from art to
history to science, including how factors such as self-healing, ESP,
literature, religion, sex, cognition and memory, and medical
conditions can all have an effect on dreams. Dream symbolism and
interpretation is examined in historical, cultural, and psychological
detail, while a dictionary—updated with 1,000 symbols and
explanations—offers further insights. Dreaming about teeth, for
instance, can indicate control issues, and dreaming of a zoo can
indicate that the dreamer needs to tidy up some situation.
Examining these concepts and more, this is the ultimate dreamer's
companion.
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A to Z Dream Symbology Dictionary
From Genesis through today, the secrets told to us by God through
dreams have been a constant source of study and amazement. In this
latest effort, Jim Driscoll and Zach Mapes have crafted a framework
for approaching dream interpretation that combines an academic
discipline with spiritual understanding which results in an explosive
insight into this ancient form of communication. Join them as they
take you through the process that has been honed over the course of
hundreds of thousands of dream interpretations.

Understanding the Dreams You Dream Revised and
Expanded
Understanding the Dreams You Dream: Biblical Keys for Hearing
God’s Voice in the Night not only provides insight into your
dreams and life, but also includes a comprehensive dictionary of
dream symbols! You will be guided through the complex world of
dreams by a minister with decades of experience receiving,
understanding, and interpreting dreams of his own and for others. I
have received many helpful messages from God through dreams. In
addition to being helped through my own dreams, I have seen many
other people obtain help and comfort by using their dreams as an
aid to healing in pastoral counseling. –Ira Milligan Through
Scripture-based meditation, much can be understood about your
dreams, but many Christians don’t know how to meditate. This
problem is addressed in three different ways: • Specific, detailed
directions are given on how and upon what to meditate. • Personal
examples of dreams from the author’s own experiences. • Practical
dictionary of symbol definitions is included. This book presents
both normal and not-so-normal dream situations. You will learn that
to apply only one type of dream interpretation to all dreams is
restricting each symbol to only one possible definition, which is
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incorrect. And you will learn how to tell the difference between a
dream from God—and those from evil sources.

Biblical Dream Interpretations With Warfare Prayers
The Divinity Code to Understanding your Dreams and Visions Stop
wondering what your dreams and visions mean—and start living the
meanings! The Divinity Code to Understanding your Dreams and
Visions is a Bible-based guide to dream interpretation that reveals
the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven. With this set of Master
keys, you can unlock the unseen realm! Led by the Holy Spirit, you
can manifest God’s Kingdom on earth through Jesus Christ by
knowing what your dreams and visions mean. The Divinity Code to
Understanding your Dreams and Visions contains: The most
extensive Christian dream dictionary on the market (with Scripture
support). An important dictionary of names and places. A critical
chapter on counterfeit interpretations by the occult. 101 interpreted
dreams providing credible evidence. A fascinating metaphor
dictionary. Embrace your supernatural communications with God
and go deeper into the things of the Spirit—today!

12 Rules for Life
God has never ceased using dream and visions to guide, instruct,
and warn us. We pray but God answer us through dreams. We hear
the word of the Lord through dreams. Dreams are the most common
way God speaks with us. Unlike the early Christians, today's
believers often treat dreams, like junk mail. This is wrongThis book
bridges the gap. It will introduce you to how God speaks through
dream and visions.This book is a hope builder; a Christian reference
book for interpreting dreams. It will give you hope to learn and hear
God's voice in your dream and fulfill all that he speaks to you.
Every dream in this book is given detail explanation and
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interpretation.This book will give you a biblical understanding of
dream that you never had before.Pick a copy.

Dreams
God is always speaking to you. But the question is, do you
understand what he is saying? Autumn Mann's extensive teaching
on dreams is designed to equip you to better understand what God is
speaking to you in the night. Delve into this Biblical based teaching
and allow the Holy Spirit to open up the world of spiritual dreams
to you. In Unlocking Your Dreams course and manual you will: 1.
Discover what God says about dreams in his Word. 2. Learn how to
discern if a dream if from God. 3. Gain understanding into the
language of Heaven. 4. Be equipped to better steward your dreams
for increase. 5. Learn how to position your life for God-encounters
in the night!

The Bible as Dream
The most comprehensive, Biblically based dream symbols
dictionary available today. Designed by Christians for Christian
dream interpreters. Over 1,600 dream symbols defined and
referenced with scripture.

The Dream Encyclopedia
Many years ago, a friend gave me a beautiful notebook to write
down my dreams. Twenty years later, after ample studies on
dreams, daydreams, nightmares, night visions, etc., "The Biblical
Meaning of your Dreams" was finalized, and now it has been
released to help with your dream interpretation; using the universal
symbols, and the personalized symbols fashioned just for you!This
book will stir up the dream gift in you; will resolve the mystery of
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the most common dream-puzzles, and will impart an overall
comprehension on how to find The Meaning of your Dreams.

Understanding Your Dreams
Throughout the scriptures, we have discovered some outstanding
characters who remain symbols of excellence till date. The
characters attained great feats and broke new ground after
experiencing a life changing encounter with God. The author, with
the pen of a ready-writer skilfully draws powerful principles from
their experiences. These principles are laid bare for the modern day
Christian to apply in their personal walk with God. This book will
help you experience the divine presence which will move your life
forward. You would receive spiritual vision. The way of divine
encounter will take you to a realm where demons will see you and
tremble and evil powers will be frightened stiff when they discover
the transforming power of an encounter with God. The book will
flag off a new passion for God in your life.

Practical Dream Interpretation
Understanding the Dreams You Dream: Biblical Keys for Hearing
God's Voice in the Night not only provides insight into your dreams
and life, but also includes a comprehensive dictionary of dream
symbols! You will be guided through the complex world of dreams
by a minister with decades of experience receiving, understanding,
and interpreting dreams of his own and for others. Through
Scripture-based meditation, much can be understood about your
dreams; but many Christians don't know how to meditate. This
problem is addressed in three different ways: Specific, detailed
directions are given on how and upon what to meditate. Personal
examples of dreams from the author's own experiences. Practical
dictionary of symbol definitions is included. This book presents
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both normal and not-so-normal dream situations. You will learn that
to apply only one type of dream interpretation to all dreams is
restricting each symbol to only one possible definition, which is
incorrect. And you will learn how to tell the difference between a
dream from God-and those from evil sources.

The Dream Bible
Not an ordinary dictionary-loaded with divine wisdom! The most
comprehensive, illustrated Bible-based dictionary of prophetic and
dream symbols ever compiled is contained in this one authoritative
book! Revelations from God are more common than most people
would dare to believe—what is scarce is godly understanding of what
is revealed. The Bible-Based Dictionary of Prophetic Symbols is a
masterpiece that intelligently and understandably bridges the gap
between prophetic revelation and application—PLUS it includes the
expanded version of the best selling Illustrated Bible-Based
Dictionary of Dream Symbols. Expertly designed, researched, and
Holy Spirit inspired to provide you an extensive wealth of
revelation knowledge about symbols and symbolic actions, this
book is divided into four parts that go way beyond listing and
defining words. Rhema word and divine prompting lift off every
page! Biblically sound and supported, best-selling author and pastor
Dr. Joe Ibojie discusses in detail topics including: God speaks to
everyone, but not in the same way. God speaks in dreams and
visions. God speaks in clear language. God speaks in riddles or
parables. God speaks in dark speeches “Everyone should strive to
sharpen all the methods by which God communicates, while
mastering the dominant way of receiving from God. When you
avoid stereotyping God’s avenues of communication, you open
great potentials to hear from Him.” -Dr. Joe Ibojie

Understand Your Dreams Now
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Powerful, Practical Guide to Interpreting God's Messages in
Dreams and Visions Dreams and visions can be revelations from
God that connect straight to our hearts. Spoken in the language of
heaven--the language of our spirits--you first need to learn the
language before you can truly understand the power and purpose of
these messages. With wisdom and insight, pastor and author Sandie
Freed helps you do just that. Laying out a biblical framework for
interpreting dreams and visions, she shows how God uses these to
reveal your future, heal your heart, draw you closer to him, impart
direction and guidance, expose strongholds, and empower you to
step into your true purpose and destiny. In these pages you'll
discover how to · prepare to hear from God · discern the source of
your dreams · recognize the type, category, and context of dreams
you've had · interpret symbols, numbers, colors, and objects ·
protect, battle, and bless your dreams · and more Here is everything
you need to understand your dreams and unlock God's messages to
you.

Biblical Principles of Dream Interpretation
Includes 30 discussion questions for group study! The Bible reveals
that God often speaks through dreams, but it's not easy to decipher a
message layered with cryptic symbols. If we fail to understand the
language of dreams, we risk missing important direction, and even
warnings, that God meant for us. Bryan Carraway has been helping
God's people understand their dreams for over twenty years. With a
deep commitment to scripture and a passion for practical teaching,
Bryan shares the "rules" for decoding your dreams and the dreams
of others. Decoding Your Spiritual Dreams will teach you: - How to
discern if a dream is from God, the Enemy, or your own mind. The ten categories of dreams and the purpose God designed for
each of them. - Over thirty of the most common, universal dream
symbols and what they mean. - The nine key principles that, once
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mastered, will enable you to interpret any dream. - The knowledge
and protocols needed to have a ministry of dream interpretation. - A
step-by-step case study examination of seven dreams and their full
interpretation. Bryan Carraway holds a B.S. in History from Texas
A&M University and an M.A. in Practical Theology from Regent
University. Bryan speaks and ministers throughout the body of
Christ and his resources are used in churches and ministry
organizations across the country. His life mission is to equip the
church to love God more passionately and to serve Him more
effectively.

The Biblical Meaning of Your Dreams
Biblical Dream Interpretation With Warfare Prayers is a book that
gives people the opportunity to know their dreams. It provides the
method on how to tackle them with the right prayer points. The
prayer points are established from the mind of the Holy Spirit and
carefully put together by the Author to help people overcome their
nightmares. This book is unique and has comprehensive details
analyze of the most common dream symbols that affects the
children of God. However, this book is a must for everyone to read,
and a must for every child of God that wants to win spiritual
warfare. This book covers the causes of dreams, sources of dreams
and the ways out to tackle each dream with powerful prayer points.
Furthermore, the Author has put together some Bible verses to
cancel bad dreams and powerful prayers to remember dreams etc.
Deliverance starts from the state of our dreams. This book has been
read by millions of people that accessed Evangelist Joshua website
for various spiritual problems. Buy this book because after reading
it, you will be motivated to order for more copies. The Author is a
dream interpreter who is blessed by God. Get this book today and
your dream life will never remain the same again, in the name of
Jesus.
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